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Mitch McConnel has disparaged the current crop of Republican Senate 
candidates by implying they are of poor quality.  What he really means is 
that among them are many TRUMP SUPPORTERS and TRUMP-
ENDORSED candidates. It's pretty obvious McConnell would prefer to 
see the GOP fail to retake the Senate in the 2022 mid-terms, rather than 
suffer the indignity of being denied the position of Senate Majority 
Leader by a more conservative  GOP freshmen class in 2023. 

Several Republican Senate candidates have already implied they will not 
vote for McConnell (R-KY) for the position of Majority Leader.  They 
won't become McConnell sycophants like Joni Ernst (R-IA,) John Thune 
(R-SD,) Roy Blunt (R-MO,) and John Barasso (R-WY,) who obediently 
stand  behind McConnell  whenever he holds a "presser."  These are the 
obedient "Republicans" preferred by McConnell, some of whom voted 
with him to help "Democrats" enact gun restrictions back in June, 
and also helped "Democrats" enact the grossly mislabeled 
"Infrastructure, Investment and Jobs Act of 2021".   

McConnell is a poster-child for Term Limits: he has been in the Senate 
since 1985 and was Majority Leader from 2015 until 2021. During his 
37 years in the Senate, he passively watched America's mortal enemies 
institutionalize race quotas, routinely engage in voter fraud, and 
welcome tens-of-millions of illegal aliens with lavish incentives like 
"The Welcome Wagon." He also helped fund endless wars, and helped 
pass numerous "Omnibus" spending bills that contributed to our $31 
Trillion National Debt. Most unforgivable,  he advised Trump's Attorney 
General Bill Barr NOT to investigate massive "Democrat" voter fraud 
that stole the 2020 Presidential Election from Trump. 



Pat Buchanan once quipped (paraphrase) that "if the Democrats offered 
a bill to burn down the Capitol Building, the Republicans would offer an 
alternative amendment to phase it in over three years."  It's guys like 
McConnel and his sycophants who inspired this witty gem from Pat, and 
who helped give rise to the term "Uni-Party." The latter describes a 
glaring absence of real GOP opposition to catastrophic legislation 
regularly authored and introduced by "Democrats."    
 
In contrast to frequently assisting "Democrats" with bi-partisan support,  
McConnel hid out in the tall grass while corrupt Obama holdovers in the 
FBI and DOJ engaged in a coup against President Trump and falsely 
charged him with "Russia Collusion."  Moreover, McConnell is owned by 
the "Donor Class" as surely as Joe Biden is owned by China.  He and his 
wife have enriched themselves with investments in Chinese firms or U.S. 
firms doing business in China, so he will likely vote to remove Trump's 
tariffs on Chinese imports to the U.S. 
 
As I've written before, the Machiavellian GOP Donor Class has spent 
megabucks to prevent conservatives and conservative ideas from gaining 
a foothold  in Washington.  It's no coincidence the Donor Class preferred 
Gerald Ford and George Bush to Ronald Reagan, the man who won 94 
states in two elections and the Cold War as well! The same dilettantes 
now prefer Liz Cheney to Donald Trump.  
 
Mitch McConnell has received marching orders from his Donor Class 
masters not to assist Trump-endorsed candidates in their Senate 
campaigns.  The Donor Class wants "its party" back for its own 
amusement.  That's why many call Washington's permanent political 
class the Uni-Party, in which McConnell remains a Member-in-Good-
Standing.  
 
 




